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1  |  INTRODUC TION

The deployment of resistant cultivars in agricultural landscapes 
is a relatively low- input and cost- effective way to protect crops 

from plant pathogens. However, resistant cultivars have often 
been rapidly overcome by pathogens, especially when a single re-
sistant cultivar is widely cultivated over a large geographic area 
(García- Arenal & McDonald, 2003; McDonald & Linde, 2002; 
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Abstract
Resistant cultivars are of value for protecting crops from disease, but can be rapidly 
overcome by pathogens. Several strategies have been proposed to delay pathogen 
adaptation (evolutionary control), while maintaining effective protection (epidemiologi-
cal control). Resistance genes can be (i) combined in the same cultivar (pyramiding), (ii) 
deployed in different cultivars sown in the same field (mixtures) or in different fields 
(mosaics), or (iii) alternated over time (rotations). The outcomes of these strategies 
have been investigated principally in pathogens displaying pure clonal reproduction, 
but many pathogens have at least one sexual event in their annual life cycles. Sexual 
reproduction may promote the emergence of superpathogens adapted to all the re-
sistance genes deployed. Here, we improved the spatially explicit stochastic model 
landsepi to include pathogen sexual reproduction, and we used the improved model 
to investigate the effect of sexual reproduction on evolutionary and epidemiological 
outcomes across deployment strategies for two major resistance genes. Sexual repro-
duction favours the establishment of a superpathogen when single mutant pathogens 
are present together at a sufficiently high frequency, as in mosaic and mixture strat-
egies. However, sexual reproduction did not affect the strategy recommendations 
for a wide range of mutation probabilities, associated fitness costs, and landscape 
organisations.
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Parlevliet, 2002). Ultimately, this may result in recurrent cy-
cles of resistance deployment followed by rapid pathogen ad-
aptation, often described as boom- and- bust cycles (McDonald 
& Linde, 2002). Several strategies have been proposed to pro-
mote a more durable management of resistant cultivars. These 
strategies involve increasing cultivated host genetic diversity 
(McDonald, 2010, 2014; Zhan et al., 2015) with the aim of con-
fronting pathogens with eco- evolutionary challenges to prevent 
or delay their adaptation to plant resistance (evolutionary control), 
while maintaining effective disease protection (epidemiological 
control). Plant breeders can stack resistance sources in the same 
cultivar by pyramiding (Fuchs, 2017; McDonald & Linde, 2002), or 
farmers can alternate resistances over time by rotating cultivars 
in the same field (Curl, 1963). Host genetic diversity can also be 
introduced spatially. Resistant cultivars can be combined within 
the same field in cultivar mixtures (Mundt, 2002; Wolfe, 1985) 
or	 cultivated	 in	 different	 fields	 in	 landscape	 mosaics	 (Burdon	
et al., 2014; Zhan et al., 2015).

Given the multitude of deployment options, it is not straight-
forward to compare deployment strategies for identification of the 
optimal	deployment	strategy	in	a	given	epidemiological	context.	In	
addition, evolutionary and epidemiological control may not neces-
sarily be correlated: any strategy designed to control the emergence 
of resistance- adapted pathogens in agro- ecosystems may potentially 
come	into	conflict	with	epidemiological	control	(Burdon	et	al.,	2014; 
Papaïx et al., 2018;	Rimbaud,	Papaïx,	Barrett,	et	al.,	2018). Finally, 
particularly for airborne plant pathogens, which often disperse 
over large distances, deployment strategies are more likely to be 
effective if implemented across landscapes at large spatial scales, 
rendering experimental testing logistically demanding (but see 
Djian- Caporalino et al., 2014; Koller et al., 2018; Lohaus et al., 2000; 
Zhu et al., 2000).	 In	this	context,	many	mathematical	models	have	
been developed to facilitate assessments of the variation of evolu-
tionary and epidemiological outcomes across different resistance 
deployment strategies (reviewed by Rimbaud et al., 2021). These 
models have been used to unravel the effects of resistance deploy-
ment strategies on pathogen epidemiology and evolution and to 
compare these strategies in a given epidemiological context.

Most of the models reviewed by Rimbaud et al. (2021) include 
only selection and/or mutation as evolutionary forces. This ap-
proach is suitable for the simulation of pathogens with purely clonal 
reproduction systems. Under the hypothesis of a purely clonal re-
production system, new pathogen variants are either already pres-
ent (possibly at low frequency) at the beginning of the simulated 
period, either introduced through migration or generated by muta-
tion. However, some pathogens are not purely clonal and their life 
cycles include at least one sexual event per cropping season (mixed 
reproduction system), with some even reproducing exclusively by 
sexual	means	(purely	sexual	reproduction	system).	Of	the	43	plant	
pathogens analysed by McDonald and Linde (2002), only 17 have 
exclusively clonal reproduction, the other 26 pathogens presenting 
at least one sexual reproduction event during their life cycle. The 
genetic recombination occurring during sexual reproduction can 

efficiently create gene combinations that would be accessible only 
through sequential mutation events in a purely clonal reproduction 
system. Several authors have argued that pathogens with mixed 
reproduction system have the highest potential for evolving and 
breaking down the resistances deployed in agriculture (McDonald & 
Linde, 2002; Stam & McDonald, 2018). Genetic recombination first 
creates many new variants of the pathogen (Halkett et al., 2005; 
Tibayrenc & Ayala, 2002). The populations of the fittest variants 
then expand rapidly through clonal reproduction, potentially break-
ing down the resistance, (i.e. increasing the frequency of pathogen 
strains adapted to the resistance genes present). Genetic recom-
bination can, therefore, have a major impact on the evolutionary 
and epidemiological outcomes of resistance deployment strategies 
(Arenas et al., 2018; Stam & McDonald, 2018).	 It	has	been	shown	
that even low rates of recombination in pests and pathogens have 
profound implications for policies concerning drug and pesticide 
resistance (Halkett et al., 2005). Similarly, by mixing the genotypes 
of parental individuals, recombination can favour the emergence of 
the generalist superpathogens able to overcome pyramided cultivars 
(McDonald & Linde, 2002; Uecker, 2017). However, the ability of 
recombination to favour the emergence of superpathogens also de-
pends on subtle interactions between mutation and recombination 
rates on the one hand, and pathogen population size on the other 
(Althaus	&	Bonhoeffer,	2005).	Indeed,	recombination	can	generate	
variants accumulating infectivities, but it can also break down such 
genetic	combinations	(Hadany	&	Beker,	2003).

Despite the potentially major impact of the pathogen reproduc-
tion system on the epidemiological and evolutionary control pro-
vided by resistance deployment strategies, this impact has been 
little studied and is poorly understood (Mundt, 2018). Genetic 
recombination is considered in only three (Crété et al., 2020; 
Sapoukhina et al., 2009; Xu, 2012) of the 69 models reviewed by 
Rimbaud et al. (2021) and in a recent study by Saubin et al. (2021). 
These studies considered pathogens with mixed reproduction sys-
tems, but they did not compare purely clonal reproduction with 
mixed	 reproduction	 systems,	 all	 other	 things	 being	 equal.	 It	 is,	
therefore, difficult to assess the impact of reproduction system 
on the epidemiological and evolutionary control provided by re-
sistance deployment strategies from the data currently available. 
In	 addition,	 these	 works	 focused	 on	 just	 one	 or	 two	 resistance	
deployment strategies, preventing a global assessment of all pos-
sible spatiotemporal deployment options. They highlighted the 
role of the fitness cost of resistance in superpathogen persistence 
(Xu, 2012), and in the efficacy of rotation (Crété et al., 2020) and 
mixture (Sapoukhina et al., 2009; Xu, 2012)	strategies.	In	addition,	
Saubin et al. (2021) assessed the impact of ploidy on resistance du-
rability, revealing that resistance durability was greater, but more 
variable, for diploid pathogens.

Here, we investigated the effect of pathogen sexual reproduc-
tion on the evolutionary and epidemiological control achieved with 
four main categories of deployment strategies (rotation, pyramid-
ing, mixture and mosaic). We adapted the landsepi model (Rimbaud, 
Papaïx, Rey, et al., 2018), which simulates the spread of epidemics 
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across an agricultural landscape and the evolution of a pathogen in 
response to the deployment of host resistance, to include patho-
gen sexual reproduction. We then used this model to compare the 
resistance deployment strategies considered for situations in which 
two major resistance genes conferring immunity are deployed. The 
new model is flexible enough to vary resistance deployment strat-
egy and pathogen life cycle, making it possible to compare patho-
gens with different reproduction systems (purely clonal vs. mixed). 
We parameterised the model to simulate grapevine downy mildew, 
which is caused by the oomycete Plasmopara viticola. However, our 
general conclusions are likely to have broader implications to other 
pathosystems.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Model overview

The model used in this study is an adapted version of that presented 
by Rimbaud, Papaïx, Rey, et al. (2018), which simulates the clonal 
reproduction, spread and evolution of a pathogen in an agricul-
tural landscape over multiple cropping seasons. Here, we introduce 
between- season sexual reproduction to address the issue of patho-
gens with mixed reproduction systems. Multiple clonal reproduction 
events occur during the life cycle of these pathogens, with a final 
sexual reproduction event at the end of the host cropping season. 
We split the modelled cropping season into two different time peri-
ods: (i) within the cropping season, when multiple clonal reproduc-
tion events take place and (ii) the period between cropping seasons, 
when	a	single	sexual	reproduction	event	may	take	place.	Below,	we	
describe only the major changes between cropping seasons, the 
modifications within cropping seasons being only minor. The entire 
model	is	described	in	Note	S2.

2.2  |  Landscape and resistance 
deployment strategies

We considered agricultural landscapes randomly generated with 
a T- tessellation algorithm (Papaïx et al., 2014) in which four culti-
vars were randomly allocated to fields: a susceptible cultivar (SC) 
initially infected with a pathogen not adapted to any resistance, two 
resistant cultivars, each carrying a single major resistance gene (RC1 
and RC2), and one resistant cultivar carrying both resistance genes 
(RC12). The cropping ratio φ represents the proportion of fields in 
the landscape (hereafter the candidate fields) cultivated with resist-
ant cultivars, which are planted according to one of the following 
strategies:

1. Mosaics: RC1 and RC2 are cultivated in the equal proportions 
of the candidate fields;

2. Mixtures: both RC1 and RC2 are cultivated in all the candidate 
fields, in equal proportions within each field;

3. Rotations: RC1 and RC2 are cultivated alternately in candidate 
fields during three consecutive cropping seasons each;

4. Pyramiding: RC12 is cultivated in all candidate fields.

The	remaining	proportion	1−φ of fields are planted with the sus-
ceptible cultivar.

A cultivar carrying a major resistance gene is assumed to be 
immune to disease (i.e. pathogen infection probability is equal to 
0), unless the pathogen has acquired the corresponding infectivity 
gene. At the beginning of each simulation, the pathogen population 
is composed exclusively of non- adapted pathogens (denoted "WT" 
here for "wild- type"). During the simulation, a WT can acquire infec-
tivity gene g ∈ {1, 2} through a single mutation, with a probability τ, 
or, alternatively, through sexual reproduction with another individ-
ual pathogen carrying such an infectivity gene. Pathogen adaptation 
leads to resistance breakdown, i.e., a complete restoration of patho-
gen infectivity on resistant hosts. The acquisition of infectivity may 
be penalised by a fitness cost θ	(Brown,	2015;	Laine	&	Barrès,	2013; 
Thrall	&	Burdon,	2003). This fitness cost is associated in the model 
to a lower infection probability for mutant pathogens on hosts not 
carrying	the	corresponding	resistance	gene.	In	other	words,	mutant	
pathogens pay a fitness cost for their unnecessary virulences on a 
given host. For the superpathogen, the fitness costs are multiplica-
tive	on	the	susceptible	cultivar.	Note	that	we	assumed	the	same	mu-
tation probability and fitness cost for all major genes and infectivity 
genes, respectively. Here, a pathogen genotype is represented by a 
set of binary variables indicating whether it carries infectivity genes 
able to overcome cultivar resistance genes. There are four possible 
pathogen genotypes: wild- type, unable to break down the resis-
tance conferred by any resistance gene ("00"), single mutant "SM1" 
(or "SM2"), able to break down to the first (or second) resistance gene 
("10" and "01", respectively), and superpathogen "SP", able to break 
down both resistance genes ("11"). The relative infection probabil-
ities of these pathogens on the different cultivars are summarised 
in Table 1.

TA B L E  1 Plant-	pathogen	interaction	matrix.

Host genotype v

SC RC1 RC2 RC12

Pathogen genotypes p

WT 1 0 0 0

SM1 1−θ 1 0 0

SM2 1−θ 0 1 0

SP (1−θ)2 1−θ 1−θ 1

Note: The matrix gives the coefficient by which the infection probability 
is multiplied. The value of this coefficient reflects the relative infection 
probabilities for the wild- type (WT) and adapted (single mutants SM1 
and SM2, and SP) pathogen genotypes on the susceptible (SC) and 
resistant cultivars carrying a single major resistance gene (RC1 and 
RC2), or their combination (RC12). θ is the fitness cost of infectivity 
with respect to the major resistance genes considered. This matrix 
corresponds to a simplified version of a more general interaction matrix 
(Table S2	in	Note	S7), for which simulations were also performed.
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2.3  |  Demogenetic dynamics within the 
cropping season

The demogenetic dynamics of the host–pathogen interaction within 
the cropping season are based on a compartmental model with a 
discrete time step, schematically reported in Figure 1.	Below,	Hi,v,t, 
Li,v,p,t, Ii,v,p,t, Ri,v,p,t, and Pi,p,t denote the numbers of healthy, latent, 
infectious and removed individuals, and of pathogen propagules, 
respectively, in the field i = 1,	…,	J, for cultivar v = 1,	…,	V, pathogen 
genotype p = 1,	…,	P at time step t = 1,	…,	T × Y (Y is the number of 
cropping seasons and T	the	number	of	time	steps	per	season).	Note	
that, in this model, an "individual" is defined as a given amount of 
plant tissue, and is referred to as a "host" hereafter for the sake of 
simplicity. At the beginning of the cropping season, healthy hosts are 
contaminated with the primary inoculum generated at the end of the 
previous cropping season.

2.4  |  Demogenetic dynamics between 
cropping seasons

The demogenetic dynamics of the host–pathogen interaction be-
tween cropping seasons is presented schematically in Figure 1. At 
the end of the cropping season, the crop is harvested and the leaves 
of the host plants fall to the ground, imposing a potential bottleneck 
on the pathogen population before the start of the next cropping 
season. The remaining hosts produce clonal or sexual propagules. 
Clonal propagules can mutate in the same way as they do during the 
cropping season. The production of propagules through sexual re-
production and the possibility of genetic recombination are detailed 
in the Section 2.4.1. The propagules produced during the period 
between cropping seasons, whether clonal or sexual, are uniformly 
released throughout the following cropping season, constituting the 
primary inoculum.

F I G U R E  1 Model	overview.	Within-	cropping	season	dynamics:	healthy	hosts	can	be	contaminated	by	pathogen	propagules	(produced	
both at the end of the previous cropping season and within the current cropping season) and may become infected. Following a latent 
period, infectious hosts start producing propagules through clonal reproduction. These propagules may mutate and disperse across the 
landscape. At the end of the infectious period, infected hosts become epidemiologically inactive. Qualitative resistance prevents the 
infection of contaminated hosts, i.e. their transition to the latently infected state. Green boxes indicate healthy hosts contributing to host 
growth,	as	opposed	to	diseased	plants	(i.e.	symptomatic,	red	boxes)	or	plants	with	latent	infections	(dark	blue	box).	Between-	cropping	
season dynamics: at the end of each cropping season, pathogens experience a bottleneck during the off- season period, and propagules are 
then produced (by clonal or sexual reproduction). Clonal propagules may mutate, whereas genetic recombination may occur during sexual 
reproduction. Propagules produced between host cropping seasons are gradually released during the following host cropping season. 
The parameters associated with epidemiological processes are indicated in grey and detailed in Table 2. The distributions used to simulate 
stochasticity in model transitions are indicated in red; ℬ: binomial, Γ: gamma, : Poisson, ℳ: multinomial,  : uniform, ℬern:	Bernoulli.	Host	
logistic	growth	is	deterministic.	The	model's	assumptions	and	equations	are	described	in	Notes	S1 and S2.
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2.4.1  |  Pathogen	sexual	reproduction

We considered in the study heterothallic plant pathogen spe-
cies that reproduce sexually only when mycelia of two mating 
types grow together in intimate proximity (Cohen & Rubin, 2012). 
Accordingly, sexual reproduction can only take place between 
lesions located on the same plant. Therefore, we assumed that 
in field i, the pool of infectious hosts associated with the same 
cultivar ν undergoes sexual reproduction. Two parental infec-
tious hosts, infected with pathogens Par1 and Par2, respectively, 
are randomly sampled without replacement from the pool of in-
fectious hosts. The c = {Par1; Par2} pair produces Psex

v,c
 propagules, 

drawn from a Poisson distribution in which the expectation is the 
sum of the number rexp of propagules produced by each of the 
parental infectious hosts:

The genotype of each propagule is then retrieved from the pa-
rental genotypes: the genotype at every locus g is randomly sam-
pled	from	one	of	the	two	parents	{Par1; Par2}. For example, assuming 
that parental infection Par1 provides infectivity genes against re-
sistance gene g = 1	 (corresponding	 to	genotype	 "10")	 and	parental	
infection Par2 provides infectivity genes effective against resistance 
g = 2	(genotype	"01"),	the	resulting	propagule	genotype	may	be	the	
same as that of one of the two parents (with probability 0.5), a SP 
genotype "11" (with probability 0.25), or a WT genotype "00" (with 
probability 0.25). This process is iterated for all the pairs c = 1,	…,	C of 
infectious hosts associated with all the cultivars v = 1,	…,	V in a given 
field i, resulting in a total number of sexual propagules:

2.5  |  Propagule dispersal

Clonal and sexual propagules disperse similarly (no dispersal di-
morphism) within the landscape according to a power- law dispersal 
kernel.

2.6  |  Simulation plan and model outputs

2.6.1  | Model	parameterisation	for	
Plasmopara viticola

We parameterised the model to simulate epidemics of Plasmopara 
viticola, the causal agent of grapevine downy mildew, which has a 
mixed reproduction system (Gessler et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2001). 
Downy mildew is a real threat to grapevines in all vine- growing areas 
of the world, causing significant yield losses and leading to a mas-
sive use of pesticides (Gessler et al., 2011).	In	recent	years,	breeders	
have been developing programs for breeding resistance to grapevine 

downy mildew, resulting in the creation of several resistant varieties, 
with the aim of lowering rates of fungicide application on grapevines. 
However, P. viticola has already been shown to have a high evolution-
ary potential, as demonstrated by the rapid emergence of fungicide 
resistance	(Blum	et	al.,	2010; Chen et al., 2007) and the breakdown 
of some of the resistances deployed (Delmas et al., 2016; Paineau 
et al., 2022; Peressotti et al., 2010). All the model parameters used 
in the simulations are listed in Table 2.

2.6.2  |  Simulation	plan

The model is used to assess evolutionary and epidemiological out-
puts	 for	 different	 deployment	 strategies.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 four	
resistance deployment strategies considered (mosaic, mixture, rota-
tion, pyramiding), we varied the cropping ratio of fields where resist-
ance is deployed (φ, five values). We simulated different pathogen 
evolutionary potentials, by varying the mutation probability (τ, two 
levels) and the fitness cost (θ, three values). We explored the effect 
of the pathogen reproduction system by either having the patho-
gen reproduce sexually at the end of the cropping season (mixed re-
production system) or having no sexual reproduction event (purely 
clonal reproduction system). The abovementioned factors were 
explored with a complete factorial design of 240 parameter com-
binations (Table 2). Simulations were also performed with five dif-
ferent landscape structures (with about 155 fields and a total area 
of	2 × 2 km2, see Figure S11) and 50 replications in each landscape 
structure, resulting in a total of 250 replicates per parameter com-
bination. The whole numerical design represents a total of 60,000 
simulations.	 Each	 simulation	 was	 run	 for	 50	 cropping	 seasons	 of	
120 days	each.	Trial	simulations	showed	that	this	simulation	horizon	
was sufficiently long to differentiate between deployment strategies 
in terms of their evolutionary and epidemiological performances. 
The simulations have been performed using the R package landsepi 
(v1.2.4, Rimbaud et al., 2022).

2.6.3  | Model	outputs

At the end of a simulation run, the results were evaluated by con-
sidering evolutionary and epidemiological outputs. For evolution-
ary outputs, we determined the time point at which the generalist 
superpathogen SP was established in the resistant host popula-
tion. We first studied SP establishment by defining ESP a binary 
variable set to 1 if the SP becomes established before the end of 
a simulation run and 0 otherwise. Assuming that the SP became 
established, we then studied the time to establishment TSP. This 
time corresponds to the time point at which the number of resist-
ant host plants infected with SP exceeds a threshold above which 
extinction in a constant environment becomes unlikely. We also 
determined the time required for the two single mutants to be-
come established (TSM1

 and TSM2
). Finally, we monitored the size of 

the superpathogen population SPtf and the maximum number of 

(1)Psex
v,c

∼ Poisson
(

2 × rexp
)

(2)Psex
i

=

V
∑

v=1

C
∑

c=1

Psex
v,c
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TA B L E  2 Summary	of	model	parameters	and	numerical	simulation	plan	(factors	in	bold	are	varied	according	to	a	complete	factorial	
design).

Notation Parameter Value Source

Simulation factors

Y Number	of	cropping	seasons 50 years Fixed

T Number	of	time	steps	in	a	cropping	season 120 days Fixed

J Number of fields in the landscape [155; 154; 152; 153; 156] Varied

V Number	of	host	cultivars [2a, 3b] Fixed

Initial	conditions	and	seasonality	(same	value	for	all	cultivars)

C0
v

Plantation host density of cultivar v (in pure crops) 1 m−2 Fixed

Cmax
v

Maximal host density of cultivar v (in pure crops) 20 m−2 Fixed

�v Host growth rate of cultivar v 0.1 day−1 [1]

Φ Initial	probability	of	infection	of	susceptible	hosts 5 × 10−4 Fixed

� Off-	season	survival	probability	of	pathogen	spores 10−4 Fixed

Pathogen aggressiveness components

emax Maximal expected infection probability 0.9 [2, 3]

Γexp Expected	latent	period	duration 7 days See	Note	S3

Γvar Variance	of	the	latent	period	duration 8 days See	Note	S3

Υexp Expected	infectious	period	duration 14 days See	Note	S3

Υvar Variance	of	infectious	period	duration 22 days See	Note	S3

rexp Expected	propagule	production	rate 2 day−1 See	Note	S3

Sexual reproduction

R Pathogen reproduction system [Purely clonal, mixed] Varied

pinh Probability of a sexual propagule inheriting the genotype 
at locus g from parent Par1 genotype

0.5 Fixed

Pathogen dispersal

g( ⋅ ) Dispersal kernel Power- law function See	Note	S2

μmean Mean dispersal distance 20 m [4]

a Scale parameter 5 Fixed

b Width of the tail 3.5 [5, 6, 7]

Contamination of healthy hosts

�( ⋅ ) Contamination function Sigmoid See	Note	S2

� Related to the position of the inflection point 3 [4]

� Related to the position of the inflection point 5.33 [4]

Host- pathogen genetic interaction

G Total number of major genes 2 Fixed

� Mutation probability [10−7; 10−4]c Varied

� Cost of infectivity [0; 0.25; 0.5]d Varied

Landscape organisation

Resistance deployment strategy MIxture; MOsaic; PYramiding; 
ROtation

Varied

� Level of spatial aggregation 0 Fixed

� Cropping ratio of fields in which resistance is deployed [0.17; 0.33; 0.5; 0.67; 0.83] Varied

Source:	[1]	Bove	and	Rossi	(2020),	[2]	Bove	et	al.	(2019),	[3]	Boso	and	Kassemeyer	(2008), [4] Rimbaud, Papaïx, Rey, et al. (2018),	[5]	Frantzen	and	Van	
den	Bosch	(2000), [6] Papaïx et al. (2014), [7] Grosdidier et al. (2018).
aPyramiding.
bMixture, mosaic, rotation.
cCorresponding to a relatively low and relatively high mutation probability.
dCorresponding to a null, relatively low and relatively high cost of infectivity.
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    |  7 of 16ZAFFARONI et al.

heterogeneous parental pairs HPtf (i.e. parental pairs involving SM1 
and SM2)	 in	 the	 landscape	 after	 the	 bottleneck.	 In	 a	 given	 field	
and for a given host cultivar, the maximum number of heterogene-
ous parental pairs was calculated as the minimum between the 
population size of SM1 and SM2 after harvest at tf; which gives, 
for the whole landscape: HPtf =

∑J

i

∑V

v

�

min
�

SM1;i,v,tf ;SM2;i,v,tf

��

. For 
epidemiological output, we assessed the area under the disease 
progress curve (AUDPC) to measure disease severity over the 
whole landscape, averaged across all the simulated cropping sea-
sons. AUDPC is normalised by dividing by mean disease severity 
in a fully susceptible landscape; its value therefore ranges from 0 
(i.e. no disease) to 1 (i.e. disease severity identical to that in a fully 
susceptible landscape).

2.7  |  Statistical analysis

We first used a classification tree to determine how the factors of 
interest and their interactions affected the binary evolutionary out-
put ESP. We considered the following six factors as qualitative ex-
planatory variables: resistance deployment strategy, cropping ratio, 
mutation probability and fitness cost of the infectivity genes, the 
pathogen	reproduction	system	and	landscape	structure.	In	addition,	
for each combination of resistance deployment strategy, mutation 
probability, fitness cost and pathogen reproduction system, we fit-
ted second- order polynomial regressions (or second- order logistic 
regressions) to assess the response of TSP and AUDPC (or ESP) to vari-
ations	of	cropping	ratio.	Note	that	fitting	a	second-	order	logistic	re-
gression was impossible for factor combinations that almost always 
or	never	led	to	SP	establishment	in	the	250	replicates.	In	such	cases,	
a second- order polynomial regression was fitted instead. Finally, 
for each combination of resistance deployment strategy, mutation 
probability, fitness cost, pathogen reproduction system and crop-
ping ratio, we fitted local polynomial regressions to the temporal 
dynamics of the population of SPtf and HPtf.

Statistical analyses were performed with R (v4.0.5, R Core 
Team, 2021) software. The function rpart within the package rpart 
(v4.1.16, Therneau et al., 2022) was used to fit the classification 
and regression trees (we set a minimum number of values in any 
terminal node equal to 3% the total number of values). The func-
tion geom_smooth within the package ggplot2 (v3.3.6, Wickham 
et al., 2022)	was	used	 to	 fit	 second-	order	 logistic	 (method = "glm", 
formula = y ∼ poly(x, 2),	 family = "binomial"),	 second-	order	 polyno-
mial	 (method = "lm",	 formula = y ∼ poly(x, 2)) and local polynomial 
(method = "loess",	formula = y ∼ x) regressions.

3  |  RESULTS

The SP became established before the end of the 50- year simula-
tion	 in	 69.2%	of	 the	60,000	 simulations.	 In	 these	 41,504	 simula-
tions,	 the	mean	time	to	SP	establishment	was	4.87 years,	and	the	
2.5th	and	97.5th	percentiles	were	0.6	and	33.44 years,	respectively.	

For the 60,000 simulations performed, the AUDPC ranged from 
15%	(i.e.,	mild	epidemics)	to	99%	(i.e.,	severe	epidemics).	Below,	we	
determine the roles of the principal factors driving such variability 
in output.

3.1  |  Factors affecting superpathogen 
establishment

We constructed a classification tree for identifying parameter 
combinations leading to SP establishment (ESP) (Figure 2a). ESP was 
dependent principally on the mutation probability, the resistance 
deployment strategy and the fitness cost. At high mutation prob-
abilities, the SP almost invariably became established in the patho-
gen population, regardless of the other factors, except for mosaic 
strategy	at	high	fitness	costs.	In	that	setting,	the	SP	became	estab-
lished in less than one over seven simulations. At low mutation prob-
abilities, specific combinations of these factors determined whether 
or not the SP became established. For example, the SP was never 
established in conditions in which the resistance genes were pyra-
mided in the same cultivar. The SP became established in less than 
one over two simulations when resistance genes were deployed in 
(i) mosaic and rotation, for high fitness costs (θ = 0.5);	(ii)	mixture	and	
mosaic, for fitness costs below 0.5 and purely clonal reproduction. 
For the remaining parameter combinations, the SP became estab-
lished in more than one over two simulations. The pathogen repro-
duction system had a secondary influence on SP establishment. 
However, for mixture, mosaic and rotation strategies with a low or 
no fitness cost, the SP almost always became established for patho-
gens with a mixed reproduction system, whereas the proportion of 
simulations in which the SP became established was substantially 
lower for pathogens with a clonal reproduction system, particularly 
for mixture and mosaic strategies.

At low mutation probabilities, SP establishment was a highly sto-
chastic event in mixture, mosaic and rotation strategies; it occurred 
in 24% to 95% of the simulations, depending on the values of the 
other factors (Figure 2a). To get insight on the mechanisms behind 
SP establishment for this subset of factors, we hypothesised that 
the probability of SP establishment increases with the time interval 
between the establishment of the two single mutants ∣TSM1

− TSM2
∣ .	

This hypothesis was based on the rationale that, as SP and single 
mutants are in competition for hosts to infect, longer intervals would 
favour the establishment of the SP as one of the two resistant hosts 
remains	an	empty	ecological	niche	for	 longer.	 It	can,	 therefore,	be	
infected by the SP if it emerges through mutation or recombination. 
This hypothesis holds only for the mosaic and mixture strategies, 
as the two resistant hosts must be deployed at the same time, ex-
cluding de facto the rotation strategies from the subsequent analysis. 
Therefore, using the function glm within the package stats (v3.6.2, 
R Core Team, 2022), we fitted a logistic regression to assess the 
relationship between ESP and the time elapsed between the estab-
lishment of the two single mutants ∣TSM1

− TSM2
∣. As expected, the 

probability of SP establishment increased sharply with ∣TSM1
− TSM2

∣ ,	
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8 of 16  |     ZAFFARONI et al.

whatever the fitness cost. Moreover, the probability of SP estab-
lishment was systematically higher for mixtures than for mosaics 
(Figure 2b). Finally, a specific feature of rotation strategies may also 

favour the emergence of the SP regardless of the pathogen repro-
duction	system.	 Indeed,	a	SP	generated	by	mutation	from	a	single	
mutant late in the season (i.e. when the ecological niche is no longer 

F I G U R E  2 (a)	Classification	tree	for	the	binary	output	ESP. The number and proportion of simulations (out of the 60,000 performed) 
associated	with	each	end	node	are	indicated.	Orange	bars	indicate	the	proportion	of	simulations	in	which	the	SP	became	established	
before the end of the simulation, whereas blue bars indicate the proportion of simulations in which this was not the case. The factors 
identified	by	the	tree	are	the	mutation	probability	for	infectivity	genes,	the	resistance	deployment	strategy	(MIxture,	MOsaic,	ROtation	and	
PYramiding), the fitness cost of infectivity genes and the pathogen reproduction system (purely clonal or mixed). (b) Relationship between 
the time elapsed between the establishment of the two single mutants (SM1 and SM2) and the probability of superpathogen establishment 
(pr

(

ESP = 1
)

)	for	the	MIxture	and	MOsaic	strategies.	Logistic	regression	was	used	to	fit	relationships	to	simulation	outputs	corresponding	to	
the combination of parameters highlighted in brackets under the final nodes of the tree. Confidence intervals are delimited by the 2.5th and 
97.5th percentiles.
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    |  9 of 16ZAFFARONI et al.

empty) could still have an opportunity to establish itself in an empty 
niche if this event occurs shortly before the switch to a different 
variety in the rotation.

To deepen the analysis on the parameter combinations leading 
to SP establishment, we assessed the relationship between the vari-
able ESP and the cropping ratio for all combinations of resistance de-
ployment strategy, fitness cost and pathogen reproduction system 
considered (Figure 3). We focused on low mutation probabilities, as 
shown in Figure 3 (but see Figure S1 for its analogous version with 
high mutation probability). The probability of ESP generally increased 
with cropping ratio for mixture, mosaic and rotation strategies un-
less establishment is already certain at the lowest cropping ratio. 
However, for mixture strategies with null or high fitness costs, the 
probability of ESP for pathogens undergoing purely clonal reproduc-
tion followed a U- shaped curve, with the lowest probability of ESP 
achieved for an intermediate cropping ratio. The SP was never estab-
lished in simulations based on pyramiding strategies. Furthermore, 
for mixture and mosaic strategies, the probability of ESP was consis-
tently lower for pathogens with clonal rather than mixed reproduc-
tion.	In	addition,	the	probability	of	ESP was lower for mosaics than 
for mixtures in pathogens with a clonal reproduction system.

The effect of the pathogen reproduction system on the proba-
bility of ESP can be explained by the demogenetic dynamics of the 
pathogen population after the bottleneck at the end of the crop-
ping season. Contrasting dynamics were, indeed, observed across 
resistance deployment strategies and fitness costs, as illustrated in 
Figure 4 for intermediate cropping ratios. With mixture and mosaic 
strategies, the maximum number of heterogeneous parental pairs 
after the bottleneck HPtf was relatively high, at least during the first 
10	cropping	seasons.	In	this	setting,	sexual	recombination	between	
single mutants favoured the generation of SP propagules, which con-
stituted the primary inoculum for the following season. Accordingly, 
the number of SPtf increased more rapidly, reaching a higher level 
for pathogens with mixed reproduction systems than for those with 
purely clonal reproduction, particularly if there was no fitness cost 
(for both mosaic and mixture strategies) or if the fitness cost was 
low (mixture strategy only). As a mirror effect, the number of HPtf 
stabilised at lower levels for pathogens with a mixed reproduction 
system.	This	effect	disappeared	at	higher	fitness	costs.	By	contrast,	
the small number or absence of HPtf observed with the pyramiding 
and rotation strategies greatly decreased the likelihood of recombi-
nation between single mutants. Consequently, the production of SP 
propagules was not favoured by sexual reproduction in these strat-
egies.	Note	that	the	trends	in	the	demogenetic	dynamics	of	SPtf and 
HPtf were similar for the other combinations of cropping ratios and 
mutation probabilities (Figures S2–S10).

3.2  |  Factors affecting the time to superpathogen 
establishment

The mean time to SP establishment TSP, estimated conditionally on SP 
establishment (i.e. for the subset of replicates such that ESP = 1),	was	

generally not influenced by the cropping ratio and the type of reproduc-
tion, except for mixture at high fitness cost and for mosaic and rotation 
at	low	fitness	cost.	In	these	settings,	the	TSP decreased with cropping 
ratio and it was lower for pathogens with purely clonal reproduction 
systems (for mixture and mosaic only, Figure 3a,b). Furthermore, for 
mixture strategy, TSP was lower for pathogens with mixed rather than 
purely clonal reproduction systems, for null fitness cost. Similarly, for 
mosaic strategy at high mutation probability, TSP was lower for patho-
gens with mixed rather than purely clonal reproduction systems, for fit-
ness costs that were low or zero (Figure S1B). Finally, our results showed 
that the variance of TSP increased substantially with fitness cost, sug-
gesting that, in these contexts, the mean time to SP establishment 
poorly reflected the underlying evolutionary dynamics.

3.3  |  Factors affecting the mean area under the 
disease progress curve

In	 a	 fully	 susceptible	 landscape,	 the	mean	 area	 under	 the	 disease	
progress curve, AUDPC0 was 0.63 for both pathogen reproduction 
systems. This value implies that diseased hosts (those in an infec-
tious or removed state, see Figure 1) accounted for a mean of 63% 
of the available host individuals over the entire period simulated. 
AUDPC generally decreased with cropping ratio (Figure 3). At low 
mutation probability, the best epidemiological control (i.e. the low-
est AUDPC) was obtained with the pyramiding strategy, which de-
creased AUDPC by up to 85% at high cropping ratios, independently 
of the fitness cost incurred for pathogen adaptation. With the other 
strategies, the highest AUDPC reductions achieved (for the 250 rep-
licates) were 22% for mosaics, 32% for mixtures, 50% for rotation. 
These values were obtained at a high cropping ratio and fitness cost. 
By	contrast,	almost	no	epidemic	control	 (i.e.	AUDPC	≈ 1) was ob-
served for these strategies in the absence of a fitness cost. Finally, 
the pathogen reproduction system did not affect the AUDPC.

4  |  DISCUSSION

We addressed the question of the effect of the type of pathogen repro-
duction system on the epidemiological and evolutionary control pro-
vided	by	plant	resistance.	Epidemiological	control	relates	to	plant	health	
and the demographic dynamics of the pathogen, whereas evolutionary 
control relates to the durability of resistance and the genetic dynamics 
of the pathogen. Sexual reproduction principally favours the exchange 
of genes via recombination. We therefore studied the fate of the super-
pathogen during the deployment of two resistance genes.

4.1  |  Effect of the pathogen reproduction system 
on evolutionary and epidemiological outputs

McDonald and Linde (2002) hypothesised that pathogens with mixed 
reproduction systems pose the greatest risk of genetic resistance 
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10 of 16  |     ZAFFARONI et al.

F I G U R E  3 Probability	of	SP	establishment	(first	row	of	each	panel),	time	to	SP	establishment,	given	that	the	SP	becomes	established,	
(second row) and AUDPC (third row) at low (τ = 10−7) mutation probability and at zero (θ = 0),	low	(θ = 0.25)	and	high	(θ = 0.5)	fitness	cost	(FC).	
Panels show the probability of ESP, TSP and AUDPC as a function of the cropping ratio for the two pathogen reproduction systems and the 
four deployment strategies considered. Curves are based on the fitting of logistic or second- order polynomial regressions to simulation 
outputs (represented by points, note that, in the first row of each panel, the points represent the proportion of ESP = 1	among	the	50	
replicates); shaded envelopes delimited by the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.
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    |  11 of 16ZAFFARONI et al.

breakdown, because they benefit from the advantages of both re-
production	systems.	Between-	cropping	seasons,	the	occurrence	of	
a single sexual reproduction event generates new pathogen geno-
types that may combine mutations already present in the population. 
During the cropping season, clonal reproduction enables the fittest 
pathogen genotypes to invade the population rapidly. However, 
in tests of their risk model on 34 pathosystems, McDonald and 
Linde (2002) found no significant effects of the pathogen reproduc-
tion system on the risk of breakdown, which was instead affected by 
gene/genotype	flow	and	mutation.	Our	 results	confirm	the	 impor-
tance	 of	mutation	 rate	 as	 a	 driver	 of	 pathogen	 evolution.	 Indeed,	
the SP was established in almost all simulations with a high mutation 
probability (except for mosaic at high fitness cost), regardless of the 
deployment strategy or pathogen reproduction system. This find-
ing can be explained by the interplay between mutation probabil-
ity	and	population	 size	 (Althaus	&	Bonhoeffer,	2005; Christiansen 
et al., 1998).	Indeed,	we	can	estimate	the	probability	that	at	least	one	
SP appears from the WT population infecting the susceptible fields 
within five growing seasons (17 generations of clonal reproduction 

each) as 1 −
(

1−�2
)Nmean×17×5, where τ is the mutation probability and 

Nmean	is	the	mean	pathogens	population	on	susceptible	cultivars.	In	
our settings, Nmean	 ranges	 from	 [2.7 × 10

6;	 1.3 × 107], respectively, 
for the highest and the lowest cropping ratios. Therefore, at high 
mutation probability (τ = 10−4), the SP will emerge in [90–99] of 100 
simulations during the first five cropping seasons. Accordingly, the 
SP almost surely pre- exists in the pathogen population as standing 
genetic	variation	for	the	remaining	45 years	of	simulation	(McDonald	
et al., 2002).

Our	results	also	show	that	the	effect	of	sexual	reproduction	on	
the likelihood of the generalist SP becoming established depends on 
the resistance deployment strategy. This finding goes a step further 
than the analysis presented by McDonald and Linde (2002), who did 
not consider the effect of deployment strategies, shading light on 
a topic of great importance for plant pathology and resistance du-
rability (Mundt, 2018).	Our	simulations	suggest	that	recombination	
favours the establishment of the SP only when heterogeneous pairs 
of single mutant parents are potentially abundant after crop harvest. 
This is the case for the mosaic and mixture strategies (Figure 4). 

F I G U R E  4 Population	size	of	the	superpathogen	SPtf (in blue) and maximum number of heterogeneous parental pairs HPtf (in orange) in 
the	landscape	after	the	annual	bottleneck.	The	curves	represent	the	population	dynamics	across	resistance	deployment	strategies	(MIxture,	
MOsaic,	ROtation	and	PYramiding),	fitness	costs	and	reproduction	systems,	at	low	mutation	probability	(τ = 10−7) and intermediate cropping 
ratio (φ =	0.5 ).	The	curves	are	based	on	the	fitting	of	local	polynomial	regressions	and	shaded	envelopes	delimited	by	the	2.5th	and	97.5th	
percentiles.	Note	that	the	curves	for	pyramiding	and	rotation	(at	high	fitness	cost)	overlap.
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12 of 16  |     ZAFFARONI et al.

For these strategies, populations of single mutant pathogens can 
increase in size on their specific hosts, with recombination subse-
quently occurring on susceptible hosts during sexual reproduction, 
potentially generating SP propagules between two cropping seasons. 
The timing of sexual reproduction is also a key element explaining 
why SP establishment is favoured by a mixed reproduction system. 
Indeed,	 the	SP	propagules	generated	by	 recombination	during	 the	
off- season emerge right at the start of the following cropping sea-
son, when most hosts are healthy, favouring SP establishment in 
this	empty	ecological	niche.	By	contrast,	for	pathogens	with	purely	
clonal reproduction, the SP is generated by mutation from a single 
mutant when the population is large enough. This event probably oc-
curs late during the cropping season when the competition between 
the SP and the two single mutants for the infection of healthy hosts 
is much stronger. Accordingly, we found that the probability of SP 
establishment increased when the competition with the single mu-
tants is lower, in particular when only one single mutant pathogen 
is established on a resistant host and the second host is free from 
disease (Figure 2b).

By	contrast,	sexual	reproduction	does	not	favour	the	establish-
ment of the SP in pyramiding and rotation strategies, because het-
erogeneous pairs of single mutants are scarce in these conditions 
(Figure 4), as the cultivars carrying the single resistance genes are 
not deployed at all, or not deployed simultaneously. Similar re-
sults were reported in the context of the resistance to xenobiotics 
(Althaus	&	Bonhoeffer,	2005; Taylor & Cunniffe, 2022).	In	particular,	
sexual reproduction in fungi increases the frequency of the double- 
resistant strain adapted to a mixture of fungicides (as for the SP 
here) only when the frequency of single- resistant strains is signifi-
cantly higher than that of double- resistant or avirulent strain (Taylor 
& Cunniffe, 2022).

4.2  |  No deployment strategy is universally optimal

Consistent with the findings of previous comparisons of deployment 
strategies (Djidjou- Demasse et al., 2017; Lof & van der Werf, 2017; 
Rimbaud,	Papaïx,	Barrett,	et	al.,	2018; Sapoukhina et al., 2009), our 
results	confirm	that	no	one	strategy	is	universally	optimal.	Instead,	
the strategy used should be adapted to the pathosystem and pro-
duction situation, and a decision must be taken as to whether to pri-
oritise epidemiological or evolutionary outputs. With this in mind, 
given that pre- adapted pathogens were assumed to be initially ab-
sent, the order of magnitude of the mutation probability relative to 
pathogen population size is a key factor. Conversely, the pathogen 
reproduction system had no effect on strategy recommendations 
for various fitness costs, mutation probabilities and cropping ratios. 
Similarly Taylor and Cunniffe (2022) showed that sexual reproduc-
tion did not affect recommendations for the management of fungi-
cides mixtures.

At low mutation probabilities, a SP will emerge by mutation 
from the wild- type at most 1 in every 10,000 simulation runs during 
the	 17 × 50	 generations.	 It	 explains	 the	 better	 performance	 of	

pyramiding over all other strategies (Leach et al., 2001). Pyramiding 
strategies ensure both epidemiological and evolutionary control of 
the targeted disease, as reported by Djian- Caporalino et al. (2014), 
Rimbaud,	 Papaïx,	 Barrett,	 et	 al.	 (2018).	 In	 particular,	 the	 decrease	
in disease severity is proportional to the cropping ratio of the pyr-
amided variety in the landscape as the dilution effect is maximal in 
this	setting	(Keesing	&	Ostfeld,	2021). For the other strategies, the 
probability of SP establishment generally increases with cropping 
ratio, as higher cropping ratios favour the development of large pop-
ulations of single mutants, in turn favouring the emergence of the 
SP. However, for mixture strategies with null or high fitness costs 
and pathogens with purely clonal reproduction, the relationship 
between cropping ratio and the probability of SP establishment is 
U- shaped. Among the mechanisms underlying this relationship, 
the competition between single mutants (SM1 and/or SM2) and SP 
and thus the relative order of their establishment should be a major 
driver.	Indeed,	in	this	setting,	the	SP	must	appear	from	a	single	muta-
tion of one of SM1 or SM2, and colonise a host not already occupied 
by SM1 or SM2, to establish. At small cropping ratio, the two single 
mutants quickly appear in susceptible fields, but their probability to 
disperse to their corresponding resistant host is small because such 
hosts are scarce in the landscape. At the opposite, at high cropping 
ratio, the population size of the wild- type is small, which reduces the 
chances that two single mutants emerge within a short time frame, 
but they can infect their corresponding resistant host more easily. 
Overall	it	results	that,	at	both	small	and	large	cropping	ratio,	the	time	
between the establishment of the two SMs is relatively long (top 
row of Figure S14). Ultimately, this gives more time to the SP, that 
will emerge by mutation from the first SM established, to establish 
on the other resistant host (bottom row of Figure S14). At interme-
diate cropping ratio, instead, the population size of the wild- type is 
high enough to allow appearance of the two single mutants quickly 
one after the other (top row of Figure S14), and the proportion of 
resistant fields is high enough to allow their establishment before 
colonisation of a SP. This reduces the probability of SP establishment 
at intermediate compared to low and high cropping ratios (bottom 
row of Figure S14). The processes leading to the non- monotonic re-
sponse of the time elapsed between SMs establishment and crop-
ping ratio also apply for mosaic strategy (top row in Figure S14). 
However, in this case, contrary to the mixture strategy, the SP, which 
will for example emerge from SM1 in fields planted with RC1, must 
additionally disperse to another field sown with the RC2. The prob-
ability of such successful event is weak for low cropping ratio what-
ever the fitness cost and increases with the cropping ratio (bottom 
row of Figure S14).

At high mutation probabilities, the SP becomes established a 
mean	of	1.5 years	after	 the	beginning	of	 a	 simulation	 run	 for	pyr-
amiding strategies (Figure S1D). There is no dilution effect at work 
during most of the 50- year time frame considered, and epide-
miological	 and	 evolutionary	 control	 disappear.	 In	 this	 setting,	 the	
strategies delaying SP establishment for the longest were mosaic, 
at high fitness costs (Figure S1B). Higher fitness costs in this strat-
egy slowed SP establishment through disruptive selection. This 
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mechanism exploits fitness costs to favour local host specialisation 
of the pathogen, limiting the likelihood of a generalist SP emerg-
ing	(Barrett	et	al.,	2009). Despite generally providing the best evo-
lutionary control, the mosaic strategy was the worst strategy (in 
comparisons with rotation and mixture) in our conditions for epi-
demiological	control.	One	key	reason	for	this	 is	the	high	probabil-
ity of autoinfections, 0.87 on average, a consequence of our choice 
of	 large	 field	sizes	 (mean	of	160 m × 160 m)	 relative	 to	short	mean	
pathogen	dispersal	distances	(20 m).	The	frequent	infection	events	
resulting from propagules produced in the same field favours the 
mixture strategy over the mosaic strategy (Mundt, 2002). Like us, 
Djidjou- Demasse et al. (2017) also found that pyramiding and mo-
saic strategies provided similar levels of epidemiological control if 
the	probability	of	 autoinfection	was	high.	 In	 their	 study,	 frequent	
between- field infections and high rates of mutation were required 
for mosaic strategies to outperform pyramiding.

Crucially, our results highlight the need for knowledge about 
mutation probability, pathogen population size and cost of infec-
tivity	 to	 guide	 the	 choice	 of	 a	 deployment	 strategy.	 In	 particular,	
the ratio between mutation probability and pathogen population 
size will guide the choice as to whether or not to use a pyramiding 
strategy, as it greatly affects the establishment of a SP (Figure S15 
in	Note	S6). Unfortunately, there has been little quantitative char-
acterisation	of	these	parameters	(Laine	&	Barrès,	2013). Point mu-
tations are the simplest evolutionary events conferring virulence to 
a resistance gene. Such events occur once every 105 to 107 prop-
agules per generation (Stam & McDonald, 2018). However, many 
other mutational events sensu lato (e.g. complete or partial gene 
deletion, insertion of transposable elements) increase the overall 
mutation probability conferring virulence (Daverdin et al., 2012; 
Paineau et al., 2023). Similarly, despite census population sizes of 
plant fungi are likely very large at field scale (McDonald et al., 2002), 
estimates of effective population size that will effectively contrib-
ute to the epidemics are lacking. The cost of infectivity, instead, has 
a monotonic influence: the higher the cost, the higher the levels of 
evolutionary and epidemiological control achieved. Such costs are 
not pervasive among plant- pathogenic fungi and vary with host 
genotype	and	abiotic	environment	 (Laine	&	Barrès,	2013). For ex-
ample, substantial sporulation costs have been reported in rusts 
(Bahri	et	al.,	2009;	Thrall	&	Burdon,	2003) but no such costs evi-
denced for grapevine downy mildew (Delmas et al., 2016; Toffolatti 
et al., 2012). Finally, we assumed a complete restoration of patho-
gen infectivity on resistant hosts. However, several modelling stud-
ies considered that the adapted pathogens experience a fitness cost 
on all host genotypes (Clin et al., 2021, 2022;	Lo	Iacono	et	al.,	2012; 
Sapoukhina et al., 2009). This assumption leads to a slightly differ-
ent plant- pathogen interaction matrix (Table S2	in	Note	S7). We in-
vestigated to which extent the structure of this matrix impacts our 
results	(Note	S7). Firstly, our results on the effect of pathogen re-
production system were robust to the presence (or absence) of a fit-
ness cost for adapted pathogens on all host genotypes (Figures S16 
and S17). Furthermore, our results indicated that the structure of 

the plant–pathogen interaction matrix did not substantially affect 
evolutionary and epidemiological outputs for fitness costs θ ≤ 0.25	
(Figures S18 and S19). However, for the highest considered fitness 
cost, the AUDPC could be considerably lower when the adapted 
pathogens experience a fitness cost on all host genotypes, espe-
cially at high cropping ratio. This is a direct consequence of the glob-
ally smaller fitness of adapted pathogens in a landscape composed 
of many resistant hosts, as compared with the scenario where they 
pay a fitness cost only for their unnecessary virulence.

4.3  |  Further perspectives

The ecoevolutionary model presented here represents a solid foun-
dation for further investigations of the effects of other mecha-
nisms linked to the sexual reproduction of pathogens. For example, 
we assume that all the sexual propagules emerge in the cropping 
season immediately following their production, but specialised re-
productive structures can survive in the soil for many years (up to 
5 years	for	P. viticola, Caffi et al., 2010). This feature may impact the 
outputs of deployment strategies, in particular rotations (Papavizas 
& Ayers, 1974). We also assume that sexual and clonal propagules 
have similar dispersal capacities. This may not always be the case, as 
shown for black sigatoka (Rieux et al., 2014) and grapevine downy 
mildew (Rossi & Caffi, 2012). Such dispersal dimorphism probably 
affects the effectiveness of resistance deployment strategies such 
as mixtures and mosaics (Papaïx et al., 2018; Sapoukhina et al., 2010; 
Watkinson- Powell et al., 2020).

Furthermore, we focus here exclusively on qualitative resistance 
genes (i.e. major genes), but quantitative resistance is attracting 
increasing	 interest	 for	 use	 in	 pathogen	 control	 (Niks	 et	 al.,	2015; 
Parlevliet, 2002). As the model can also handle quantitative resis-
tances, it would be interesting to broaden our analysis in this direc-
tion. Recombination in a diverse pathogen population, as favoured 
by the partial effect of quantitative resistance on pathogens, might 
accelerate pathogen evolution towards higher levels of aggressive-
ness (Drenth et al., 2019; Frézal et al., 2018). Conversely, recombi-
nation, by breaking up blocks of co- adapted genes, may slow the 
adaptation of pathogens to quantitative resistance genes (McDonald 
& Linde, 2002).

Finally, we assumed that a given deployment strategy is imple-
mented over the entire agricultural landscape from the beginning of 
a	simulation.	It	would	be	interesting	to	investigate	the	effects	of	the	
gradual introduction of resistant cultivars in the landscape.
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